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1 Context
Since modular programming is a practical solution for separation of concerns, it participates in reducing
development time and it favors maintainability and reuse [5]. Despite of these benefits, modularity does
not resolve the classical expression problem [7] and more generally the tyranny of the dominant decompo-
sition [6]: evolutions are modular only on the principal axis of decomposition.
This is illustrated by the two possible structures for a same program given in Fig. 1. The architecture
given in Fig. 1(a) is modular with respect to functions (it is modular to add or modify a function), its
dominant decomposition is function-oriented. The architecture given in Fig. 1(b) is modular with respect
to data constructors (when the data-structure is extended or adapted, it is modular to extend or update the
corresponding functions), its dominant decomposition is data-oriented. In object oriented programming,
the same duality is observed between the Visitor and the Composite design patterns.

module Expr where
data Expr =
Const Int
| Add (Expr ,Expr)

module Eval where
import Expr
eval(Const i) = i
eval(Add (e1,e2)) = eval e1 + eval e2

module ToString where
import Expr
toString(Const i) = show i
toString(Add (e1,e2)) =
toString e1 ++ "+" ++ toString e2
(a) Functional decomposition.

module Expr where
data Expr =
Const Int
| Add (Expr ,Expr)
fold fc fa (Const i) = fc i
fold fc fa (Add (e1,e2))=
fa (fold fc fa e1) (fold fc fa e2)

module Const where
eval i = i
toString i = show i

module Add where
eval x y = x + y
toString x y = x ++ "+" ++ y

module Client where
import Expr
import Const
import Add
toString x =
fold Const.toString Add.toString x
eval x = fold Const.eval Add.eval x
(b) Constructor decomposition.
Fig. 1. Two alternative architectures for a same Haskell program.
Whatever structure is chosen, some evolutions will be cross-cutting (non modular). In particular, adapt-
ing a function in the data-oriented architecture is cross-cutting and vice versa.
To solve this problem, a practical solution would be to be able to choose the architecture each time
one has an evolution to implement. This corresponds to a concept of views of programs where each view
expresses the whole program, but with a different code structure (as in [1]). With such a solution, a pro-
grammer can implement an evolution in the view which is the most convenient. The practicability of this
solution depends on the availability of a tool (possibly based on program transformations) to be able to
pass from one view to another (from one code structure to another).
2 Contributions
We provide a prototype tool for the Haskell language to support the concept of views described above [2].
Our tool allows to build transformations to switch Haskell programs from one view to another. We do
this by providing high-level interfaces to a refactoring tool for Haskell (HaRe [4]): transformations are
built by chaining elementary operations of refactoring. Moreover, the refactoring tool ensures that the
transformations preserve the semantics of the programs: since each elementary refactoring preserves the
semantics, the whole transformation also does.
3 Challenges
To be practicable, our proposal must respond to the following challenges:
Automatic inference of program transformations. A disadvantage of our proposal is that the transfor-
mation has to be defined imperatively, which is tedious. To solve this, we must provide automatic
transformation inference based on constraints expressed by the user. This would also avoid to have to
maintain the transformations as the programs evolve.
Invertibility of program transformations. Once a first transformation is set up (automatically or not),
the inverse transformation could be computed from the first one. However, all refactoring operations
are not invertible and we cannot tell now what architecture transformations can be built with invertible
elementary transformations.
Minimum precondition. As static type checking has advantages over dynamic typing with respect to
assistance for development, a minimal precondition analysis performed on transformations can help
to set up transformations and check their properties [3]. Thus, one could have the guaranty that a
transformation will succeed before performing it.
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